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COVER: Painting of Bureau Junction by Christian Oldham 2017. Originally painted as a
Christmas Card for C. B. Sterzing, formerly Chief Operating Officer for the Rock Island.
The original painting is for sale. See "Oregon" under Rock Island Fans and Photo
Section for contact information.
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1.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS- EVENTS AND
SHOWS:

MARCH 24, 2018 - ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD MEET CEDAR
RAPIDS, IOWA
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MAY 12, 2018 - BLUE ISLAND IL
NEXT MEETING OF THE FRIENDS OF THE ROCK ISLAND GROUP
IN BLUE ISLAND, IL.
Meeting will take place in the usual time and place. Details to be announced.
For information, please contact:Tom Mitoraj: 630-606-7030, Jim Suhs: 815-588-1504,
or Paul Hunnell 630-369-0221

3. NEW PRODUCTS:
IOWA INTERSTATE RAILROAD: HISTORY THROUGH THE MILES NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK
From: Barton Jennings
Date: Wed, November 15, 2017 6:06 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom:
My book"Iowa Interstate Railroad: History Through the Miles" is finally available. The
paperback book is a greatly expanded version of my Iowa Interstate route guide used
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by the NRHS back in 2012 and by others. It covers the entire
railroad. The cost is $19.99 on Amazon.
The description is: "From Chicago to Council Bluffs, including
various branch lines in between, this book describes the route
of the Iowa Interstate Railroad through America's Heartland.
Detailed route guides for the Iowa Interstate Railroad are
provided, plus information about the history of the railroad and
current railroad operations."
The book has 314 pages. It is not a picture book (it has 20-30
photos) but a history of the railroad as told as a route guide. A
number of Iowa Interstate managers, and Henry Posner,
reviewed and provided comments on its writing.
Thought that you would appreciate the info..
Barton Jennings

NEW ROCK ISLAND DECALS FROM HUBERT MASK
From: "Hubert Mask" <maskisland@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, December 6, 2017 12:04 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Mask Island Decals Inc. is offering new decals.
Rock decals for blue and white ROCK schemes.
Two Bay Hopper acquired from Virginian and N@W
railroad. Black

In addition to the new pulp wood car release and
50 The Rock box car decal, we have released
the decal set for THE ROCK U Boat set. This
set does two locomotives and can be used on
U-33b, U-28B and U25b. numbers are provided
exact for the number boards for the most of the
units painted blue and white.
Please visit my web site at http://www.maskislanddecals.com.
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We are also releasing a Rock Island Pulp wood
car. Biddle Yard rebuild. This kit contains resin
castings for ends and underframe including wood
deck. Also comes with trucks, no wheels and no
couplers. This comes with complete decals very
accurate.
Please visit my web site at http://www.maskislanddecals.com.

Rock Island (RI) in the original gray scheme with the “ROCK ISLAND” slanted stenciling
spelled out along the top of the car. These 1973-delivered cars from lot 9662 are
gorgeous. They feature the yellow paint highlights on the jacking pads, rooftop grab
irons, and WARNING stencil. Like most of the schemes offered in this production, these
represent the first PS4750s Rock Island ordered, and the only PS4750s to bear RI
initials – the later-delivered cars (which Tangent has already offered) were delivered
with ROCK reporting marks. These stunners wandered far from home rails, and
virtually the entire series became the CNW 752500-752999 series.
We offer
“banditized” versions of those cars as well with this production run; see the next entry.
These replicas are available with 12 road numbers. Now is your chance to fill in your
Rock Island roster!
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1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK
*** STILL AVAILABLE! ***
1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK.
300-PAGE BOUND VOLUME reprint.
*Individual numbers* and detailed statistics shown for each type of equipment as
follows: Steam Locomotives, Motor cars, Passenger cars ,Freight cars, MofW
equipment, Stations, Shops, Engine houses, Turntables, Coaling stations, Stock yards,
Junctions/Interchanges, Personnel ...and MORE.
A wealth of fascinating information. You will not be disappointed!
300 pages: $12 + $2.50 postage (lower 48).
Please email to <PHunnell@yahoo.com> for simple ordering info and/or request
to see sample pages.

ROSS DANDO STARTS WORK ON O SCALE STRETCH FLAT CAR
From: "Ross Dando"
Date: Wed, November 29, 2017 10:08 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
I have started working on the master for an O scale stretch flat car. Long way to go.
Thanks,
Ross
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BOXCAR MODELS RI 2500 and 2700 SERIES COMMUTER CARS
On Oct 14, 2017, at 11:50 AM, "
TOM BRANDT
wrote:
Hello Tom, There is now a beautiful 3D printed carbody available from Boxcar Models in
HO & (unfortunately) in N too, for the Rock Island 2500 series suburban coaches, AKA
Al Capone cars. I recommend getting it made from the FUD material. I DO NOT
recommend the SWF material. There is a film on FUD which is a result of the printing
process, and which must be removed prior to painting. To clean the FUD piece, a
SHORT soak in heptane works best followed by much washing and rinsing with Dawn,
warm water, and a tooth brush. I have read that other modelers have used only Dawn
and warm water with success. Do NOT allow the piece to sit in heptane for over thirty
minutes or so as it may damage some of the details. Using any liquid containing
acetone is also a NO NO. The SWF material comes with a somewhat rough surface
which must be sanded with 600 wet/dry sandpaper. FYI, Tom Brandt (Employee No.
3042)Locomotive EngineerRock Island l

Here is the link: https://www.shapeways.com/product/KX49YEHG9/ri-2500-series-hoscale?optionId=63676660
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NEW: ROCK ISLAND EXPANDABLE CELL PHONE HOLDERS
AND STANDS
AVAILABLE FOR SALE BY TOM BRUGMAN, THE EDITOR OF ROCK ISLAND REPORTER

Kids have been using these as cell phone accessories for years. They're feather light
and attach firmly to cell phone covers and many other surfaces. If you have been
having trouble holding on to that slippery cell phone - even dropping it - this is for you.
They allow your fingers to hold onto the phone even upside down. They assist in one
handed cell phone operation where you operate the phone with your thumb alone.
They also serve to prop up your phone while streaming programs on the phone - I
personally use it when viewing Netflix or the NFL channel at restaurants or boring family
meetings. Place two on the back of your phone and use them to wrap your power
cords, or earphone wires when not in use.
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The adhesive disks that are supplied on the handles are very strong and reliable. Use
an alcohol pad to first clean the surface, peel the protective film off the back, and press
it on. You're done. If you want to remove it, just use the blunt end of a fingernail clipper
handle to pry it up and off. Comes off cleanly.
These handles have other uses as well. IPad and other tablet users attach these to
their equipment to protect against dropping. They can serve as drawer and cabinet
handles as well - imagine an entire man-cave using these every where.
They are available everywhere in floral and abstract designs for as much as $12.95.
Rock Island Reporter is the only place that sells Rock Island and Rock cell phone
holders and stands and our price is $5.95 each, or four for $20.00 postpaid. .
Ordering details are on the last page of this issue.
I have them on my cell phone. See photos above.

COUPLING
PROBLEMS?
TRY COUPLING UP TO
ROCK ISLAND REPORTER

Our couplers work fine in both 1:1 scale and others. We're
smooth, nicely centered, well oiled, and uncouple only when
you want us to. No pins to pull. No knuckles to replace.
And we need your support. Contribute material for Publication, or
help us offset the costs of production and distribution. Instructions
for contributions are an the last page of this newsletter. Do it today.
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3. DAVE ENGLE ONE OF THE GREAT ALL TIME ROCK
ISLAND RAILFANS
By Tom Brugman
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad is well
known, worldwide. For starters, it has it's own classic
Blues song (even Beatle John Lennon recorded a version).
It has or has had numerous books written about it,
magazines, historical societies focused on it, articles,
websites, facebook and twitter sites, Yahoo Groups
dedicated to it, and much, much more. For a small to
medium size US Granger road, it continues to live and
enjoy name recognition well beyond the territory it served
and the timeframe in which it existed. In that way, it was a
very lucky little railroad indeed.
The many writers that have preserved its memory include
the names Hayes, Marre, Stout, Marvel, Hile, Hibblen, and
many others. One name that belongs among them, is David
Engle, our good friend and close associate in Kansas City, Missouri.
Dave Engle is at least partially responsible for spreading the appreciation and
knowledge of the Rock Island Railroad to thousands of people who might otherwise
have overlooked it in favor of other subjects. This would include the humble editor of
the Rock Island Reporter E-newsletter. As a young railfan in a large Eastern US city
who only knew of the Rock Island through family and occasional visits to Illinois, I
received word of a newly created historical group focused on my soon-to-be favorite
railroad: The Rock Island.Technical Society (RITS). Prior to RITS, data or information
on the Rock Island was painfully unavailable on the East coast where train stores were
dominated by railroad giants called Pennsylvania, Reading, Lackawanna, Erie, Central
New Jersey and New York Central. So what did our Mr Engle have to do with all this?
Rock Island - what was that?
RITS was "born" in 1979 when Frank White wrote in Model Railroader Magazine asking
if there was such a thing as a a RI-specific interest group in the US. Dave Engle wrote
back: "LET'S START IT." Shortly thereafter, the Rock Island Technical Society was
Incorporated by David Engle, his wife Kathy, and a close friend, and began educating
me (and many others) about a railroad, that would disappear in just few years. Thank
goodness he did! Through the decades, RITS produced newsletters, data sheets and
annual magazines that provided a unique source of information on the railroad.
Through RITS and its members, Rock Island became a popular topic for books and
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models. Before long multiple examples of brass and plastic models were being
produced and imported, and general railfan knowledge of the railroad began to take off.
Christmas Rock Island train sets became common and special products were created.
After having little to nothing produced for the Rock Island in the 60's and 70's, the
1980's exploded with road name selections becoming quite commonplace. Thank you
RITS.
Dave usually avoids speaking about himself - that's the kind of guy he is. We knew he
was the first President of RITS, an original Board Member, as well as the Secretary
Treasurer for more than two decades, and the first Lifetime Member ever designated by
the Society. But after that we had little other than general knowledge that he had been
around seemingly forever. So after years of prodding, we obtained the following bio
information from him:
"[David] grew up in Newton, Jasper County, Iowa, located on the Rock Island at mile
pole (MP) 322.5, Subdivision. 4. The house was about a mile west of Maytag offices
and plant The house had a good straight view of the RI main where the track
overpasses old US6. My parents moved there when I was about a year old, circa
1945. My dad was Traffic Manager for Winpower, a firm that built farm implements, and
generators, etc. He was in near-daily contact with the local station agent, area RIMT
manager, and others in the field. He also was a model railroader in the 40s and 50s.
He had OO scale then, but in 1949, when I was 5, he started me into American Flyer;
adding to the roster each of the next 5+ years. In the mid-50s he put the OO to the
back burner, and let me carry on with it. In August, 1957, I met the Riebe brothers, who
had just graduated high school, and were already working in O scale. They were my
intro to scale model railroading, and my transition to S scale was on. I was also with
Bob and Bill Riebe on many trips "into the field" until the mid-60s. I attended Iowa State
for 3 years, coming out with an A.A.S. certificate in June, 1965 and a job offer in Kansas
City. After BCT, I landed in Ft. Sill, OK, and was there from 2-67 to 10-68; and during off
hours, I found teachers of the rail hobby in "Ski" Graikowski, Mal Vordenbaum, et.al. In
1969, Kansas City became home for good.
My professional work as a municipal project manager ended with a 2003 retirement. I
got involved in a local rail museum; it had its problems, and I finally let it go in 1991.
Kathy and I were married in 1969 and celebrated 48 years together a couple weeks
ago, she has put up with me more than anyone else ever could.
In early 2009, I had
cardiac surgery and a stroke that put the lid on most of my activities which still exists."
But David's importance to the CRI&P continued. Like many railfan supported groups,
RITS began to devolve in a fit of personality conflicts and disagreements. Membership
sadly dropped, and high tech alternatives were created on Yahoo, and Facebook, Soon,
the final RITS newsletter bid us all farewell. At that time, your editor got it into his head
that it might be possible to produce and circulate an electronic newsletter called the
Rock Island Reporter. But I had no idea of how to reach the proper audience.
In stepped Dave Engle. David had been accumulating a long list of every person who
had ever had an interest in the Rock Island. The list was long and needed updates and
corrections but it got us off the ground. Slowly we evolved and became a fairly decent
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newsletter focused on the activities of Rock Island railfans and history buffs with a
notification list that now exceeds 1600 people worldwide. All this couldn't have been
done without David, whose unending dedication, and unselfish work ethic has made this
newsletter, as well as many other Rock Island themed groups what they are today.
Thank you for all you have done David. I cannot hide my admiration for a gentleman
with a cause and the heart to make it happen. You are one of the greatest all-time Rock
Island railfans, and you deserve to be recognized for it!

4. TURNING THE ROCKETS IN 1970
SOURCE: RITSLIST, BEGINNING WITH A QUESTION BY RANDY CURTIN
ON NOVEMBER 11, 2017.
Answers were provided by Harold Krewer, Bob Lipka, Bob Yarger, David Auestad,
Tom Brugman and Paul Schuch.
For membership in RITSLIST, go to: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
RITSlist/info. [This is a worthwhile group that is very timely and collegiate -

if you are not a member, you need to join. Tom]
A. The Question
Subject: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Randy Curtin RITSlist@yahoogroups.com <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> on
behalf of rkcurtin [RITSlist] <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2017 12:22 PM
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
I was wondering how the equipment for the Peoria Rocket and the Quad Cities Rockets
was turned during the 1970s. Was there a wye or balloon track.
Thanks.
Randy Curtin - Tucson

B. The Answers -- [re-sorted in cronological order -- sub-subjects
highlighted]
1. Paul Schuch Regarding both Quad Cities and Peoria
Nov 11, 2017, at 1:28 PM,
schuchpaul [RITSlist] <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
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I don't believe the passenger equipment was turned for regular runs. Look at photos,
and you will see the round end obs car on the Quad Cities Rocket always on the
Chicago end of the train.
Locomotives were turned on turntables at Peoria and Rock Island.
This is from memory, so I could be wrong on this.
Paul Schuch

2. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: "Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Saturday, November 11, 2017 4:46 PM
When I had my RI photo pass in 1970, the QC Rocket would arrive at the platform with
the locomotive spotted at the west platform fuel stands and the road crew got off.
Usually this was after dark, even in summer when I was there.
The Rock Island yard switcher (GP-7 #s 435 or 436) would move in reverse west out of
the freight yard toward downtown Rock Island, crossing the bridge mainline - then return
east to tie onto the lead coupler of the E-unit at the fuel columns.
The switch crew then uncoupled the E-unit, pulled back west for the switch that crossed
back into the freight yard, reversed ahead crossing the mainline again, shoved the Eunit past the yard office and sand tower to the turntable, or what was left of it.
At the turntable special handling was required. The turntable bearings were shot, so one
end of the table was about 3-4 inches below the lead track, and the other end 3-4
inches higher than the lead. So the E-unit had to move “one way” on the table. The
switch crew walked around the table to the control stand at the far end of the table and
rotated the empty TT low end back to the track where the E-unit and GP-7 were waiting.
The Geep very slowly backed the E-unit onto the low end of the turntable as each of the
six wheel sets dropped the 3-4 inches onto the turntable rails with a loud crash. I was
standing next to the end of the lead track when the rear most wheel set dropped down
right next to me. After being startled by the huge noise of the first wheel impact, I
smartly moved further away just in case the entire locomotive derailed and fell on top of
me.
The experienced switch crew knew what they were doing however, and somehow the
entire E-unit got onto the turntable without derailing. It ran sort of like this - inch the rear
of the passenger unit backward onto the turntable-CRASH-inch back-CRASH-inch
back-CRASH-run slowly a few feet to the lead truck-CRASH-inch back-CRASH-inch
back-CRASH. After the passenger unit alone was safely on the turntable, the switchmen
climbed into the E’s cab and inched it under its own power towards the high side of the
TT until the weight of the loco was just right to push the high end down onto the TT’s
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ring rail. The turntable was now level with the weight of the locomotive slightly off center
to weigh the TT’s high end down.
From there the table was rotated normally around to reverse the E-unit, and the unit
pulled off at normal speed by the GP-7. Once the unit was off the turntable, gravity
started to pull the low end of the TT down again as the structure groaned and crashed
back down on the far side bearings. The crew said they had been doing it that way for
Months and they had heard no word of plans to repair the turntable until it failed
completely. What a railroad!
After that the Geep pulled the passenger unit back to the yard office, ran around it, and
then pulled east to the yard’s east end, and shoved and coupled the E onto the east end
of the QC Rocket consist which that day was “Reveler” the ex PRR observation,
followed by “Big Ben,” the diner and 3 coaches.
Only the locomotive(s) and baggage cars-if any-were moved around the QC Rocket at
Rock Island. I understand two E-units back-to-back became the norm once the Rock
Island turntable failed completely. Obviously, two back-to-back units do not need to be
turned on a turntable.
And yes, the EB QC Rocket ran observation cars backwards to Chicago.
Hope this helps.
Tom Brugman

3. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Dave Auestad RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, November 11, 2017 6:00 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Toward the end of the QC Rocket the Outside Hostler and helper at Silvis were
transported over and they turned the E Unit. The table was still working (?) (as per
above) during Iowa Railroad and early IAIS days.
Dave

4. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, November 11, 2017 6:03 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
That is amazing.
Tom Brugman
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5. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: RANDY CURTIN [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, November 11, 2017 10:00 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Thank you for all of the replies so far. Does anyone know about the operation in
Peoria?
Randy Curtin

6. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Bob Yarger [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, November 11, 2017 11:07 pm
To:
"RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
When I worked briefly at the Vermont Railway (ex-Rutland) roundhouse in Burlington,
VT, we had a similar worn out balance-type 85' table. It had about the same up and
down movement and would not turn unless the unit was perfectly balanced. It was a
little hairy when we turned the Chinese 2-8-2, pushed on and off with a remote-control
GP7. The CVR table at St. Albans that I ran for 20 years was also 85', but of three-point
design, with no such wear or balance problems.
Bob Yarger

7: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Bob Lipka [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sun, November 12, 2017 12:40 am
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Randy,
While I grew up in Peoria I only saw the Rocket in station or along highway 29. Having
said that and knowing the layout of the area....There is one really likely option and
another possible option depending on what year you are considering
First the local yard was just upriver from from the downtown station. The tracks were 4
to 5 wide wide at the station so I suspect a run around. What most likely happened was
when the train arrived from Chicago, with a single E unit leading, a switcher came down
from the yard and got the E unit (or Christine the DL unit) took it back up to the yard and
turned it on the turntable. The main power was then returned to the head end. I would
suspect the observation cars when used were also turned at the turntable. When two
FP7's were used they were tail to tail so there was no need for turning. I have also seen
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a picture if an E7 and an F7 tail to tail on the northbound Rocket at the station. This
station later became the River Station Restaurant among others. It still exists and I
have pictures in an album on this site. Two northbound and two southbound passenger
trains were discontinued when I was quite young. The downtown RI station has been
sandblasted and is much lighter in color now. There is only a singe track passing it now
instead of 5.
In later years the Peoria Rocket came and went from the Morton Street station, north of
Interstate 74 The yard and turn table were on the river side of that station and
passenger boarding was on the other side of the station. The yard is gone but Morton
Street Station and the turntable were still there this last summer, Pictures in one of my
albums on this site,
Now the other option. In the late 1930's the TA's pulled partially articulated sets, too
long for the turntable.. Then there was the Jet Rocket, again too long for the turntable.
Now this is my thought and not necessarily fact. The Rock Island track went further
south, making a sharp left towards the river just past Gipp's brewery. past Peoria Union
Station, and past Hiram Walker distillers. There is a wye down there, near the rail
bridge that crosses the river. It would be possible to turn the train there. I have a picture
of 649 making that sharp left with Gipp's in the background.
I hope this helps you,
Bob Lipka

8. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: David Auestad [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sun, November 12, 2017 9:09 am
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
I have read somewhere that in the early days of the Peoria Rocket, the whole train was
wyed.
In the later years when it was down to a diner and a couple of coaches, I would expect
that the eng was turned on the table and the consist was left as is except that if they
had a baggage car it would be placed next to the eng.
Dave

9. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: RANDY CURTIN [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sat, November 11, 2017 10:00 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Thank you for all of the replies so far. Does anyone know about the operation in Peoria?
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Randy Curtin

10. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Bob Lipka <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of Bob Lipka [RITSlist]
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 12, 2017 1:40 PM
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Good afternoon,
I would like to clarify how I believe the Peoria Rocketed was wyed. I just "Google
Earthed" Peoria. The Franklin Street Draw Bridge has been replaced. However
enough railroad track is left that I have a good Idea how the wye was accomplished.
The arrived train, after the passengers left, would pull forward past the power plant
(gone), make the sharp left at the Gipp's brewery. Part of the brewery parking or
foundation is visible southwest under the new bridge. The train would pass Peoria
Union Station (gone) on its right. It was close enough to the Union station train shed
that a RI freight train with a slipped load ripped down the Union station shed's NE
corner and brought down the shed.
Anyway the train would continue down the river side, East, of Hiram Walker (now
ADM?) past the stock yards. It would cross the diamond at the west end of the lift
bridge near the lower right, SE, corner of the wye. Just past this point the train would
stop and back counter clockwise past the roundhouse in the middle of the wye on the RI
train's left. Backing through this leg entirely would change the RI train from pointing SW
to pointing NE. Clearing the wye's switch then pulling forward the roundhouse in the
middle of the wye would now be on the RI engine's right side. The train would proceed
NE passing the stock yards and Hiram Walker, on the river bluff side (west side) of
those buildings. The train would follow the tracks NE along water street past Union
station and rejoin RI tracks near Gipp's brewery.
I don't know who owned the tracks from the wye back up to the RI station but they were
used by the CB&Q M&StL,and the P&E among others. Maybe Peoria and Pekin
Union? I do have a picture on a M&StL doodlebug in front of the Peoria downtown RI
station.
This was long winded. Thank you for your patience,
Bob Lipka

11. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Turning Quad Cites and Peoria Rockets 1970s
From: Harold Krewer <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Mon, November 13, 2017 3:01 am
To:
"RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
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Bob, et al:
While your explanation seems plausible (and may well have been used "back in the
day" of the articulated 1937 Rocket consists and the old depot), the fact is by the 1970s
the Rock Island wasn't turning the Peoria Rocket consists at either end.
When No. 11 left Chicago for Peoria the train was set up like so:
*
*
*
*

Locomotive (usually a single E unit)
Baggage car (withdrawn after 1972)
Coaches/Chair Cars (usually 2, sometimes more)
Diner (kitchen to the rear, withdrawn late 1975)
*
Parlor-lounge (an RI car until 1972, then a Butterworth Tours car (usually THE
REVELER) until all parlor service was dropped in 1975).
At Peoria, then baggage car (while it still ran) was switched to the other end of the
consist (against the parlor) and the locomotive was turned on the turntable at the engine
house. The seats in the coaches would be turned individually, I presume by the coach
cleaners (but when I worked Amtrak's Pere Marquette to Grand Rapids, MI ca. 2000 the
train crew had to do it).
In the morning, No. 12 departed for Chicago as follows:
* Locomotive
* Baggage (until 1972)
* Parlor-Lounge
* Diner (kitchen forward)
* Coaches.
By the 1970s, RI generally kept no spare passenger equipment in Peoria, so it was
extremely rare for the consist to change from the previous evening unless something
was bad-ordered and left behind.
Corrections/additions welcome,
Harold Krewer
Causing More Problems Than He Solves Since 1961

THESE GUYS ARE HAPPY
BECAUSE THEY SUPPORTED
ROCK ISLAND REPORTER.
SEE LAST PAGE OF THIS
NEWSLETTER FOR HOW TO
CONTRIBUTE.
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5. RI SHAPEWAYS 3D PRINTED MODELS
By Tom Brandt
Subject: Re: Capone Cars in HO & (unfortunately) N
From: Tom Brandt
Date: Sat, October 14, 2017 1:33 pm
To:
tbrug@aol.com
Hello Tom, Shapeways.com is a site to which designers upload designs and offer them
to others to have printed. You simply go to shapeways.com and order the model.
Shapeways prints it and ships it. There are designs there for many things including, but
not limited to model railroad items. The Rock Island 2500 in HO in FUD is rather
expensive, just over $150.00 per copy. The lower floor opening width is designed to fit
sections cut from a Train Station Products (now Train Ready Products) core kit floor.
Two sections need to be cut in such a way to place the bolsters/holes in the correct
place to properly locate the trucks. Although, one could use any floor material and use
other bolsters/kingpins. There are already pilot holes located to mount Kadee coupler
pockets. There are also dimples at the locations at which to mount the handrails. The
printing process sprays tiny droplets of resin which is hardened just after contact using
UV light. Aerosol dentistry, what a concept! The 2500 is just under the maximum length
for the FUD printer. The HO 2700, however, is too long for the FUD printer, but is
available in WSF. OH, did I mention the 2700 is also available in HO (and unfortunately
in N?) The HO 2700 is designed to accept a complete TSP floor without cutting.
FYI, Tom Brandt

Subject: CRIP OSGOOD BRADLEY 2700 BLUEPRINT
From: Tom Brandt
Date: Sat, October 14, 2017 2:17 pm
To:
tbrug@aol.com
Hello Tom, The use of the attached blueprint is limited to scale modeling purposes only.
So, if you decide to go into the passenger rail car business, seeking your fortune, you
can't use it for that purpose. In as much as the newsletter is primary for scale modelers,
putting it in there is fine. It took a while to find this information. Please help me to
assure that it never gets lost from the face of the earth again.
Thanks. Tom Brandt
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Following images from the Shapeways webpage.

Above and below: 3D images of the 2500 series commuter car. Shapeways website.

below: Rock Island commuter cars at LaSalle St. Photo provided by Tom Brandt
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Below is a sample page from the Shapeways webpage displaying designs offered by
Boxcar
https://www.shapeways.com/shops/boxcarmodels

Below: When you click on Boxcar Models, you go to the Shapeways website.
www.shapeways.com/marketplace/miniatures/trains/?tag=rock+island
ALSO SEE LAST PAGE OF NEWSLETTER FOR FULL DIAGRAM OF RI 2700
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6. ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTION
DENMARK
COMENTS AND QUESTIONS ON ROCK ISLAND BAGGAGEDORMITORY CARS
Question from: Daniel Bekavac
Answers from
John Matrow, and Tom Brugman
1. From: "Daniel Bekavac
Date: Sat, October 21, 2017 5:38 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Tom,
thank you for informing me and for including the scans in this issue!
Baggage-Mail 7011 will be easy to model. The Baggage Dormitory will be a bit more
work because I will need to add a couple of more windows + skirts and a round roof, but
that will still work out fine in the end.
By the way I know that Baggage Dormitories 6014 and 6015 were regulars on the
Golden State and therefore painted in red and silver between 1947 and 1953. I also
know that 6013 was used as a protection car for 6014 and 6015. Could that mean that
6013 was also painted in red and silver? What do you think?
But the Baggage 4180 really surprised me! Now it would be interesting for me to know if
it had that type of modern baggage door windows already in 1950 or not. Because if
not, then this would be much better for me because in this case modification of the
baggage door windows would be much easier for me. But what totally surprised me
were the doors at one end of 4180! Very unusual! Was this car built like this or have
these doors maybe be added sometime after 1950? What do you think?
In case it always had these doors, I will need to cancel modeling a RI celestory roof
baggage car for my 1950 Imperial, because adding a door to my baggage car model
would be something that exceed my skills.
Daniel Bekavac
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[READERS - DANIEL'S QUESTIONS ARE OPEN TO ANY READERS THAT CAN
ANSWER THEM. I WILL FORWARD THEM IF NEEDED. TOM]

2. From: "Daniel Bekavac
On 02 Nov 2017 21:44:04[RITSlist]"
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> writes:
Did all RI heavyweight diners look like 8026, 8028 and 8031 that were used on the
Arizona Limited and Golden State (Limited) in the 40s? The only other photo of a RI
heavyweight diner I found is this one:
http://www.pbase.com/rocksosalla/image/131180260
Did they all have oval roofs and paired windows for each table? http://www.pbase.com/
rocksosalla/image/131180260 <http://www.pbase.com/rocksosalla/image/131180260>
Did they all have oval roofs and paired windows for each table? Subject: Re: [RITSlist]
Heavyweight Diners

3. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Heavyweight Diners
From: Thomas Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
Date: Sun, November 5, 2017 3:58 pm
To:
"ritslist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
I can’t answer the questions on “all” diners. My only source is the 1958 passenger
diagram book which has only 8018, 8023, 8026, 8028, 8031, 8029 and 8030.
8018 - Pullman 1924 - modernized 1941 - Waukesha air conditioned - oval contour roof
- paired windows at dining area.
8023 - Pullman 1927 - no rebuild date - ACF air conditioning applied 1935 - oval contour
roof - paired windows in dining area.
8026 - Pullman 1927 - modernized 1942 - Waukesha air conditioned - oval contour roof
- paired windows at dining area and lounge end.
8028 and 8031 - Pullman 1929 - modernized 1940 - Waukesha a/c - oval contour roof paired windows in dining area.
8029 - Pullman 1929 - rebuilt by RI 1940 - Waukesha a/c ice engine - oval contour roof paired windows dining area.
8030 - Pullman - 1929 - rebuilt 1940 - Waukesha a/c - oval contour roof - paired
windows in dining area.
No pictures - sorry.
If you are looking to use clerestory roofs you may be safest in the 1930’s era. But I'm
not an expert.
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Tom Brugman

4. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Heavyweight Diners [2 Attachments]
From: John Matrow [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sun, November 5, 2017 10:47 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Here are cuts of Arizona Ltd photos to show 8028/8031 in TTG
They were both assigned to Golden State Limited. in 1942 and again in 1945.
8026 and 8028 got red/silver for the Golden State in 1947.
No other heavyweight diners have been reported in Golden State consists.
John Matrow
Wichita KS

5. From: Daniel Bekavac
Date: Mon, November 6, 2017 3:15 am
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Thank you for this list. Pictures aren't necessary as I know how they look like. Looks like
indeed all RI Heavyweight Diners had paired windows in the dining area and oval roofs.
The reason why I asked is this:
Originally I planned to have SP diner for my 1950 Imperial. But now I changed my plans
a little bit and will have a SP Harriman Baggage instead of a RI Heavyweight Baggage.
So in order to still keep an equal number of RI and SP cars in my consist, I want to run
the diner as RI car instead. The IHC Heavyweight Diner comes pretty close to a
celestory roof SP Diner when the window bars are removed, as SP had celestory roof
diners whose air conditioning ducts were hidden inside, not being visible outside.
Installing centered bars in order to resemble the paired windows of a RI Diner won't be
a problem for me. Only the roof will need to be completely changed by either adding AC
ducts in order to "round it off" or installing Roundhouse Harriman car roofs (2 such roof
pieces would be needed in this case as the IHC Diner is longer of course). Anyway,
modeling a RI Diner out of an IHC one is still an easier task than to model RI celestory
roof Heavyweight Baggage 4180 because of it´s baggage door positions, baggage door
windows and vestibule doors at one end, which makes it literally impossible for me to
kitbash (due to my limited skills). So it´s definitely better to have a SP Baggage and a RI
Diner for my Imperial than the other way round.
By the way I was hoping 8030 would be a celestory roof one because IHC´s Rock
Island Heavyweight Diner has that number. So I thought that maybe 8030 was a
celestory roof one indeed. But doesn't matter that much. I shall be able to add an oval
roof to that IHC car!
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Daniel Bekavac

6. Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Heavyweight Diners
From: Daniel Bekavac [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Mon, November 6, 2017 2:57 am
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Yeah, I read that 8026, 8028 were painted red and silver for the Golden State in 1947.
8031 served as a protection car, but there is no mention whether it was also painted in
the Golden State scheme or not. It probably remained TTG.
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SWEDEN
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
CRI&P DATA SHEETS ON CD-ROM
From: "Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Date: Mon, December 11, 2017 7:06 pm
To:
"Tony Long"
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Tony.
I have diagrams for freight cars owned by RI in 1980 - the fire sale. No disk yet. A few
freight car drawings but not many.
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I am picking up several caboose diagrams and large drawings. No complete book of
Caboose diagrams yet. I have a Caboose disk on what I have. Check my other ebay
listings.
Snowplows I have in the RI heavy equipment diagram book, but I’m not satisfied with
the resolution of the scans yet. Doesn’t blow up well. Will have to redo.
Tom Brugman
On Dec 11, 2017, at 6:49 PM,
Tony Long <tony.long@outlook.com>
wrote:
Hi Tom, I saw one of your CR-ROM on ebay a couple minutes ago and that got me to
thinking to ask a question. Do you have in your collection the Rock Island Lines data
sheets for equipment (freight cars, snow plows, spreaders, etc…) and have put onto
CD-ROM? I have some that I purchased from the RITS store back in the 1990’s and
other members have shared some, but would be interested in seeing a catalog of
sheets to search through.
I noticed that someone recently purchased the internet domain name
rockislandlines.com – someone in the Davenport area is where the account is listed.
Do you know of anyone working to setup a new RI web site?
[There is a gentleman in the Chicago area I believe, trying to re utilize the name
on a hoped for shortline. Tom]
Have you heard anything about what the state of RITS is – does it still exist as a legal
entity?
Cheers!
Tony
[Latest on RITS: Still exists and maintains tax exempt status. Minimal
membership I hear. Tom]
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] RI Car Construction Info
From: "Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Mon, November 20, 2017 5:36 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Tony,
Following up with your Greenville hopper question.
There are zero Greenville hoppers in the 1980 “owned” freight car diagram book.
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Only one 1977 100 ton, triple hopper, remains in 1980 and it’s not a Greenville.
ROCK 609999 shows as “built by CRI&P”.
The rest of the Greenville’s must have been leased or sold.
Tom Brugman
On Nov 20, 2017, at 3:59 PM, Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Tony,
Don’t think I’m going to be much help. I only have diagrams of “Rock owned” freight
equipment from 1980.
Usually ROCK added a “50” to “59” prefix to the old RI car number to update the
ownership data for the railway equipment register.
But this doesn’t seem to work for your Thrall RI 2494 gon, because the ROCK 502400
-502499 series show as a Pullman Std gon - not Thrall. The Thrall must have been
otherwise disposed by shutdown, or maybe a leased car - not owned.
Tom Bugman
On Nov 20, 2017, at 10:49 AM, long.tony@comcast.net [RITSlist]
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
>> I'm looking for detailed car construction information for two RI cars - Greenville open
hoppers from 1977 and Thrall 2494 gondolas. Any information, drawings that show
dimensional data would be very good.
Under side views of the center sill fabrication, brake equipment and interior views also
would be great.
[Reader request: Please send to tony.long at Tony Long. Tom]

ROCK ISLAND BAY WINDOW CABOOSES
From: Tony Long [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tue, October 31, 2017 3:47 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Thanks Tom, all is helpful.
I'm curious if the last 4 orders were basically the same construction and layout - the
same under frame design, truck centers, floor plan, window arrangement, roof type.
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Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island Bay Window Caboose Cars
From: "Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tue, October 31, 2017 9:40 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Tony,
That is a huge question. I don’t know if I can catch all the changes.
The final two orders have no roof walks and no end ladders. They both also show
having the window level, entire width, cross bars/grab irons, on both end platforms. The
final order introduces four different types of chemical toilets and moves the wash sink
into the toilet room instead of out in the cabin. The final order also shows a “heat shield”
surrounding the interior oil heater, and moves the cabin “seat over storage box” on the
A-end from the side opposite the revolving chair, across the cabin to right behind the Aend revolving chair and opposite the oil heater. Got that?
The final three order groups show a tall roof antenna on the roof over the electrical
cabinet inside. The earlier groups don’t show this. The final three groups also show a
difference in the curved side grab irons from the first three orders. The earlier orders
show straighter segments both horizontal and vertical leading to a sharper corner bend
at the platform. The three later orders show a more uniform curve throughout the length
of the grab iron. Whew!
Finally, the first three orders (of six total orders) state having “riveted” diagonal roof
panels, while the final three drop the word “riveted” but still show diagonal roof panels.
The “body weights” of the last four orders vary somewhat:
Order 1135 in 1966 - 35,989 lbs
Order 1165 in 1967 - 35,189 lbs
Order 1632 in 1970 - 35,500 lbs
Order 1770 in 1971 - 36,000 lbs
Don’t know why the weights change, but I’m brain dead at this point. Good night.
Tom Brugman
From: "Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2017 6:44:50 PM
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island Bay Window Caboose Cars
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Tony,
I have info on six groups of the International bay-window cabooses:
Order #996 1965 17062-17071 Welded underframe. Miner draft gear. Bettendorf trucks
roller bearing. Wab AB brakes 10-12.
Order #1063 1966 17072-17081 Waugh cushion underframe 10 1/2” travel. AAR Cert
draft gear. Bettendorf roller bearing. Wab AB brakes 10-12.
Order #1135 1966 17082-17106 Waugh cushion underframe 10 1/2” travel. AAR Cert
draft gear. Bettendorf roller bearing. Wab AB brakes 10-12.
Order #1165 1967 17107-17181 Waugh cushion underframe 10 1/2” travel. AAR Cert
draft gear. Bettendorf roller bearing. Wab AB brakes 10-12.
Order #1632 1970 17182-17201 Waugh cushion underframe 10 1/2” travel. AAR Cert
draft gear. Bettendorf roller bearing. WAB ABD brakes 10-12.
Order #1770 1971. 17202-17211 Waugh cushion underframe 10 1/2 “ travel. AAR Cert
draft gear. LFM Rockwell Timken roller bearing trucks- narrow pedestal side frames.
Body brake AB 10-12.
I don’t know if these are all the bay windows, but that’s all I’ve been able to find. Hope
this helps.
Tom Brugman
On Oct 29, 2017, at 5:10 PM, long.tony@comcast.net [RITSlist] <
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com > wrote:
I'm looking over some old RITS info regarding the caboose cars built for the Rock Island
in the late 1960's by International Car Corp.
There is an article in Digest Vol 12 by Steve Suhs and has a summary spec sheet for
the last lot of cars with the Rockwell trucks.
Has there been other publications on these cars?
There are many survivors of these types of Rock Island caboose cars - wondering if
there is enough info to expand upon what Steve did and include more details on each
lot. Details like the cushion system design, trucks types, air brake components, etc...
Also, cover more details on the operational aspects for those in the TUC-POOL and
POOL. I'm curious if the POOL cars traveled on the Union Pacific on the Overland
Route or were mainly pooled with Southern Pacific in the Southwest.
Any thoughts on that?
Tony
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COLORADO
ORIGINAL ROCK ISLAND PAPER FOR SALE
From: "PATRICK CURTIS" <curtisporky@msn.com>
Date: Sun, December 31, 2017 10:43 am
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
TomInterested in Rock Island paper?
I have hundreds of Rock Island and The Rock envelopes (various sizes), paper pads, forms of
various types, and other such goods. All I am asking for them is postage to ship them out; I
need to clean up some basement space for my next layout. I have photos of the various
papers, pads and forms. Switch list forms, billing papers, company-addressed envelopes, etc.
I have about 30 ream-size copy paper boxes of these paper goods. Will send one pad or
envelope; or all if interested. Lots of goodies; what doesn’t go in a couple of months will go
to a recycling center.
Thank you, sir.
Patrick Curtis
Parker, Colorado
curtisporky@msn.com<mailto:curtisporky@msn.com>
Tom, Thank you for doing this publication. I look forward to them.
Patrick Curtis

RITSLIST DISCUSSION OF DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS STEAM ERA
FREIGHT TRAFFIC
From: "Dan Sabin- Iowa Northern
Date: Tue, December 12, 2017 10:17 pm

Tom
Actually, Rock Island would run an equal number of eastbound scheduled trains to balance
power and crews. I was always watchful when we would run so much westbound tonnage
(uphill) compared to the eastbound moves that balanced power and cabooses and crews.
Exception was during sugar beat rush when we would run two or three westbounds with a
quick turn back deadhead. Saw several times in early 70's when Limon crews would make
triple round trips between Limon and Denver in one 24 hour period. Actually six days pay in
one day!
More to the story.
Daniel R. Sabin, President
Iowa Northern Railway Company
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1c Re: Steam Era operations to Denver
Mon Dec 11, 2017 12:47 pm (PST) .
Posted by: "Tom Brugman"
Looking at the 1936 and 1944 tonnage charts contained in the RI 1955 Investors' Special Train
Manual- available on eBay, there doesn't appear to be any line haul business for RI between
Denver and Colorado Springs at all. All tonnage runs between Denver- Limon (1944: 7200 tons
daily WB and 3430 tons daily EB. 1936: 1520 tons daily WB and 2230 tons daily EB. ) Figuring
3000 tons per train, that means 2 trains a day WB and 1 train EB in 1944 - war time traffic and a train every other day WB and 1 train a day EB in 1936 depression era. That takes care of
Denver- Limon.
Colorado Springs - Limon (1944: 750 tons a day WB and 1130 tons a day EB in wartime; and
1936: 690 tons a day WB and 1230 tons EB. That's less than trainload volume in both era's. So
a daily local could handle all CS-Limon traffic in both directions in both 1936 and 1944.
The heavier used line is Limon- Denver which makes sense for several reasons. First, Denver is
a major gateway interchange between large freight rate territories. Colorado Springs is not.
Second, although RI does have ancient traffic rights to reach Denver when Limon-CS was its
only possible route, the UP trackage rights agreement cuts the cost mileage between Limon
and Denver in half and is the only profitable way to go.
Colorado Springs (CS) is good to RI for three things: passenger traffic, local freight to/from RI
accessible local shippers in and around CS, and interchange traffic to/from points South of
Colorado Springs to/ from RI points to the East. Most of the potential is probably freight to/
from local customers.
The Denver Gateway is the big business generator.
As a backup, Rock Island would have the operating flexibility to bypass Denver-Limon or CSLimon if the other line is out of service, but this is costly and you wouldn't want to do it too
frequently.
I don't have access to the DRGW-RI trackage rights agreement itself, but if it's anything like
modern trackage rights agreements, it probably prohibits RI (the guest RR) from accepting
interchange traffic at CS in competition with DRGW (the host RR), unless RI chooses to handle
it via CS-Limon-Denver with twice the mileage cost and half the revenue. Not a winner for RI
profitability at all.
Profitability and controlling costs are the keys to all this.
By now, you're probably sorry you asked.
Hope this helps.
Tom Brugman
Posted by: fuchst900
Date: Sat Dec 9, 2017 11:50 pm ((PST))
I am starting a model railroad featuring and area around Denver Union Station and want to
know during the steam era did CRIP freights get to Denver via the UP line out of Limon as was
used on the Rocky Mtn Rocket or was freight sent to Colorado Springs and come up the Joint
Line to Denver? I believe i read somewhere that RI steam was service at by DRGW at Burnham
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but do not know if this was simply oil and water or more? Just wanting to include some good
looking RI steam and need to know how to incorporate this into my layout? I know the
members of this group have a wealth of knowledge and thank you in advance for the help.

1936

1944
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INTEREST IN MAINLINE PASSENGER SERVICE
From: "Chuck Sted" <>
Date: Sun, October 15, 2017 4:28 pm
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

My interest is entirely mainline passenger trains. I know you have to cover all subjects
for the wide interests of subscribers. Any tidbits on passenger trains is appreciated.
Chuck
On Oct 15, 2017, at 2:13 PM, RIR Editor <editor@rockislandreporter.com> wrote:
Chuck,
Thank you very much for your support. Is there anything in particular you would like
to see in future issues of RIR?
Tom Brugman

BURLINGTON COLORADO DEPOT UPDATE
From: "Andrew Taylor"
Date: Wed, December 6, 2017 5:01 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I passed through Burlington CO in late September, and was rather shocked to find the
Rock depot still there, locked in time. And time is short for this building if it is be
preserved for future use.
While secure from intrusion and the roof still seems tight, condition is tough. It is very
much showing its age and on the cusp of being too far gone from benign neglect to
economically save.
Thankfully there seems to be no delinquents in Burlington bent on destruction, it has
suffered no graffiti or other youthful exuberance, nor do there seem to be any drugaddled around needing shelter.
The building is in a good location relative to downtown Burlington (fairly bustling town
for the steppes, has all storefronts rented!) for adaptive re-use. Are there issues
unknown to me preventing its restoration? Is it owned by the Mid-States Port Authority,
or the Kyle, or G&W?
Was very shocked to see the post-war "bright future" interior waiting room remodel still
in place and looking good for its age. That was done at least, what, going on 70 years
ago?
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Stop off and give it a visit if you're passing through on I70.
Andrew

CALHAN DEPOT COVERED IN DENVER POST ARTICLE
Features Lester Coburn as well as other members of the Rocky Mountain Railroad
Heritage Foundation.
https://www.denverpost.com/2017/12/02/calhan-train-depot-history/

RI OUTSIDE BRACED CABOOSE MOVES FROM FORNEY MUSEUM
TO CALHAN DEPOT MUSEUM
From: "Jim Jordan"
Date: Fri, November 24, 2017 6:31 pm
To:
"Thomas J. Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Thought you might enjoy these.Jim

Subject: Re: Finally !

From: "Jennifer Jordan"
Date: Mon, November 6, 2017 6:33 pm
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To:

"Thomas J. Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Good job to all who laid rail.
Laying rail at Calhan in preparation for the Rock Island caboose due to arrive on the
main this coming week.
Photos by Jan Moore
On Friday, November 24, 2017 4:30 PM,

Jim Jordan
wrote:
The phone totally died, so I am currently using the society's phone as I had to order a
new phone which will be here in 5 days ($15.00 versus $50, as if I paid for a
replacement phone it is $15.00. If I took it today it will cost me $50.00. So I figured that I
will use the phone we run credit cards on). You can reach me at my regular phone
number, as I paid them $5.00 to connect to call forwarding. So now you can reach me
by calling the same number as before.Great pictures, I am going to forward them to the
Rock Island Newsletter, and tell them to use your by line.Jim
On Thursday, November 23, 2017 9:43 PM, Wayne Kemp <wrkemp@cs.com> wrote:
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Hi Jim ...
I left you a phone message on Wednesday, 11/22 about the happenings with the Forney
caboose, but then it dawned on me that may be your phone did die and/or it didn't save
the message. Any way, the caboose is on a flat bed trailer at Forney's and will be
moved Saturday morning at about 8am from the museum. I am planning on being there
for that departure. I did miss the actual lifting of the caboose off of its trucks and then
being placed on the low-boy. I got to Forney's about 9:45 Wednesday morning and the
crane had already left Forney's ... so I blew that one.
I did talk with Christof and got his permission to be there Saturday when Steve picks up
the caboose. Steve also said no problem if I want to tag along and/or be at Calhan for
the "delivery" ... no mention was made on the "how" to get the caboose back on its
trucks etc. Christof also said that Saturday, Dec 16 is the day that UP will transport the
GP-30 and caboose from Burnham to Forney and begin the process of "musical
railroad cars" and re-arranging the various pieces of equipment. The passenger car
that RMRHS is getting will need to be addressed as to where and how it is going.
Christof said they are closing the museum starting on 12/14 in order to "open" the glass
and access the rail equipment on the track that currently holds the rotary plow etc. ... so
it will be a big deal ... let's hope the weather is cooperative. Realistically, Christof
figures UP will be there on 12/17 as well ... the museum may not reopen till 12/19.
Attached are a couple of images of the caboose in its current state. The "trucks" will be
at Steve's yard waiting to go to Calhan ... Christof said the first (front) truck on the flat
bed was built in 1915 and the second (rear) was built in 1943.
Try to call me tomorrow especially if your "old" phone is still acting weird. We need to
talk over the events for this weekend ...
Later,
Wayne

Subject: RE: Windy City, Calhan, Colorado
From: "John Brick"
Date: Mon, November 6, 2017 6:46 pm
To: "Thomas J. Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
From: Jim Jordan
Sent: Monday, November 6, 2017 4:44 PM
To: Thomas J. Brugman;
Even though the picture's don't show it the wind was blowing at gale force about 60 -70
mph, as we were laying rail for the arrival of the Rock Island caboose this coming week.
I would point out that four of the 5 persons are over 70 years old. Linda Daniels and her
husband Cady are both in their early 70's and Linda (in the turquoise sweater ) was
driving spikes with the best of us. The rail is 1912 90 lbs which translates to 900 pounds
per stick, The ties weigh in at about 200 + . Jan Moore took the photos and did a great
job of not being blown all over the place.
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FLORIDA
Subject: Re: Rock Island Reporter Calendar Update October 2017
From: "Thomas Schmidt"
Date: Wed, October 18, 2017 7:54 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,Please keep me on the mailing list.
Thanks for doing it.
Tom Schmidt

I thoroughly enjoy reading the Reporter.

HAWAII
NEW READER AND SUPPORTER
From: "Chuck Sted"
Date: Sun, October 15, 2017 4:28 pm
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
My interest is entirely mainline passenger trains. I know you have to cover all subjects
for the wide interests of subscribers. Any tidbits on passenger trains is appreciated.
Chuck
[Chuck - we use nearly everything in RIR that is sent to us. Share what you have
too, please. - Tom]

ILLINOIS
REMEMBERING LES ROWSE
From: "John Gohmann"
Date: Sun, October 8, 2017 9:36 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Very well done, Tom.. I knew Les Rowse - he worked for me at the early Iowa Northern..
what a character he was.
John
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METRA DEDICATES LOCOMOTIVE TO RETIRING CEO DON ORSENO
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Thu, December 14, 2017 9:40 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "C.B. Sterzing, Jr." >
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2017 6:38 PM
Subject: RE: MRTEA- Rock Island Heritage Unit
Thanks, Jack. Well deserved from the job Don Orseno has done restoring METRA’s rep
as probably the nation’s premier commuter railroad. His family has a long history on RI’s
Illinois Divn. A.J.(Tony)Orseno was Master Mechanic of the IL Divn when I was there.
The only thing missing from the locomotive in RI colors is the classic CRIP shield on the
nose. cbs
From: Jack F. Conser]
Sent: Thursday, December 14, 2017 6:53 AM
To: Jack Emerick; Bruce Sterzing; Peter Turrell; Phil Larson
Subject: Fw: MRTEA- Rock Island Heritage Unit
Subject: MRTEA- Rock Island Heritage Unit
Metra locomotive named for retiring CEO
(December 13, 2017) - Metra today honored retiring CEO/Executive Director Don
Orseno by placing his name on a locomotive that had been repainted in the red and
yellow colors of the Rock Island Railroad.“Before he heads off into the next chapter, we
wanted to be able to show Don what he’s meant to Metra and the railroad industry,” said
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incoming CEO/Executive Director Jim Derwinski. “There was no better way to honor a
man who has devoted so much of his life to the railroad.”Orseno, who retires at the end
of the month after 44 years in railroading, began his career on the Chicago, Rock Island
and Pacific Railroad. Today, a remnant of that railroad operates as Metra’s Rock Island
Line to Joliet.MP36PH Locomotive No. 425 had recently undergone a rehabilitation by
Metra forces at its 47th Street Shop in Chicago. The locomotive was already scheduled
for repainting when the plan was made to honor Orseno. The red and yellow color
scheme was designed by Philip Weibler and placed in service on the Rock Island in
1969. Metra also consulted Electro Motive Division, now Progress Rail, which
manufactured the original locomotives featuring this color scheme, on the exact color
specifications.Locomotive No. 425 will be placed in service this week on the Rock Island
Line.
Link to Railway Age Article: http://www.railwayage.com/index.php/passenger/
commuter-regional/metra-locomotive-honors-retiring-ceo-orseno.html

Subject: Interesting
From: "Fred Blank"
Date: Sun, December 3, 2017 12:02 am
To:
Editor@rockislandreporter.com
I took this picture of an IL lottery ad on our TV screen. The Rock Island still lives in the
Dec. 2nd commercial. See attached. Fred Blank
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INDIANA
IOWA

ROCK ISLAND DEPOTS & 513
From: "Buddy Burton"
Date: Sun, October 8, 2017 7:32 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Hello:
I have a few recent photos of Iowa Interstate 513 on two separate BICB trains and a
couple Rock Island depots in the shots.
1)513 on BICB20, passing the Hawkeye Express in the Vernon Industrial Spur at
Coralville, IA with Iowa Northern's Rock Island unit #678. 9/21/2017.
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2)513 rolling by the ex-Rock Island depot at Wilton, IA westbound on BICB03.
10/4/2017.

3)A combined CBBI/DMPE03 passing by the ex Rock Island depot at West Liberty with
a Norfolk Southern unit leading. 10/4/2017.

Buddy Burton
Website: buddy burton photography
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JAMES RUEBER HISTORY LESSON - NEVER STEAL FROM A ROCK
ISLAND FREIGHT HOUSE
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Mon, December 18, 2017 9:40 pm
From: James Rueber
To: RIRocket@att.net;
Sent: Monday, December 18, 2017 3:00 PM
LEHIGH VALLEY ARGUS Lehigh, Iowa
Friday September 6, 1907.
Waterloo, Ia.,--Jacob Shops, an alleged silk thief, was brought to Waterloo from his
home in Maynard to answer to the charge of grand larceny. Shops is charged with
taking a few dozen bolts of ribbon from the Rock Island freight house while loading his
household goods which had been shipped from Rowley, into a dray. The theft was
committed last December and the detectives trailed him through several cities before
making his arrest. Shops is a well-to-do farmer and has wealthy relatives.
The end.
James Rueber

THE BUTTON HAS BEEN PUSHED

TAKE COVER!

WITH ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SUPPORTING
ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
ARE ON THE LAST PAGE
OF THIS NEWSLETTER.
WE WILL LET YOU KNOW WHEN IT'S
SAFE TO COME OUT
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DICK HOVEY PHOTOGRAPHS OF DES MOINES 1960'S
From: "Gregory Stout"
Date: Wed, December 27, 2017 4:14 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hope you had a good Christmas!
Three more DIck Hovey photos from his favorite railfan spots in the Des Moines area,
circa 1960's.
Following three Rock Island photos by Dick Hovey circa late 1960's.

Above: U-28B 264 leads an eastbound freight through Des Moines in the vicinity of Short Line Jct.
Below: GP-18 1345 switches an industry. Photos by Dick Hovey.
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GP-18 1333 handles a local move near Des Moines. IA. Photo by Dick Hovey.

JOE ATKINSON'S IOWA INTERSTATE WEST END MODELING
From: "Joe Atkinson"
Date: Thu, November 30, 2017 2:05 am
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Tom,
I model the Iowa Interstate's West End from Atlantic to Council Bluffs set in May 2005.
Recently finished modeling (except for highway guardrails and road signs) what I've
always thought was the scenic highlight of the line, what the IAIS calls the "High Bridge"
on the east edge of Council Bluffs. This was a CGW-built structure over which the RI
had trackage rights as part of the Atlantic Cutoff.
If you think your readers might be interested, I posted several photos to
http://model-railroad-hobbyist.com/node/26855?page=13#comment-308405
(also including shots of a couple of previously-completed bridges), as well as a video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbz_OWQKLnE
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Thanks very much for your time,
Joe Atkinson
High Bridge scene. Photo by Joe Atkinson. 2017

1913 BARNUM AND BAILEY WRECK IN RICHFIELD NE
From: Rich Hansen
Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2017 10:52 PM
Interesting.
From: "Joseph Kudron" <joekudron@msn.com>
To: "Rich Hansen" <rmh711@q.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 22, 2017 9:05:54 PM
Subject: RI Article
I don't know where Jim Rueber (CGW Disp) finds these old articles but here's one on
the RI. He even found a couple articles about my Grandpa up in Fort Dodge, buying up
property and such...
Year 1913: Wreck at Richfield, NE ~ fwd James L. Rueber
THE DAILY GATE CITY, Keokuk, Iowa,
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August 12, 1913]
BARNUM & BAILEY CIRCUS IN WRECK: 40 Men Injured When Fast Train Ran Into
Cars on Siding.
RICHFIELD, Nebr., Aug 12, 1913--Forty laborers with the Barnum and Bailey circus
were injured when a Rock Island passenger train smashed into the rear end of the first
section of the circus train here at seven o'clock this morning. Seven circus men were so
badly injured that they were rushed to Omaha for hospital care. They may die. The
circus train took the siding at Richfield for the second section of a west bound
passenger which was running twelve hours late. The passenger steamed through the
yards at 70 miles an hour, and rammed into the five circus cars, which had not been
pulled onto the siding.
The circus was enroute to Atlantic, Iowa, and is stalled for at least twenty-four hours.
[Editor note: Richfield is on the Nebraska map but no population is currently listed.
[THE FORT DODGE MESSENGER, Fort Dodge, Iowa,
August 14, 1913]
BIG CIRCUS HAD A REUNION AT COUNCIL BLUFFS
Barnum and Bailey Laid Over To Count Nose:
NONE IS FATALLY HURT
Council Bluffs, Aug 14, 1913 -- After being unloaded, fed and a count taken of their
injuries and losses, the fourth train of Barnum & Bailey's circus got away from here early
Tuesday in time to reach Des Moines for its exhibition. The entire outfit spent ten hours
here, scattered over the prairie near the state school for the deaf, and was visited by
thousands. A unique feature of this day was a reunion of departments of the big show
which had not met for days.
The circus spent the time here intended for Atlantic, where both performances were
abandoned because of the wreck at Richfield, Nebr. There were 10,000 people in
Atlantic before the news reached there that there would be no exhibition.
The condition of the most seriously injured of the forty two men who were caught in the
rear end of the Barnum & Bailey circus train when it was crashed into by a Rock Island
train returning from the Denver conclave early yesterday morning was so satisfactory
that doctors held out high hopes for their complete recovery.
Thomas Campbell and Joseph Mucher, the two men who were at the point of death as a
result of their injuries, came from the operating room with chances greatly in their favor.
Surgeons stated it was but a question of time when they would be convalescent. (The
end).

DYERSVILLE RI 17000, WIDE VISION CABOOSE
Subject: [RITSlist] Re: Dyersville caboose
From: "David Engle rirocket@att.net
Date: Tue, November 14, 2017 4:06 pm
To: Brian Gruntmeir
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Thanks very much, Brian--too bad the number is gone. All I can do is pass it on. Dave
Engle
From: Brian Gruntmeir
To: "rirocket@att.net" <rirocket@att.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 11:45 AM
Subject: Dyersville caboose
Mr. Engle.
A while back a debate about waycars stored at a factory in Dyersville broke out. I had
mentioned that only one was Rock Island. I am correct. The bay window hack is a
MILW and the wide vision one is RI 17000. It is bad shape and after a very good
conversation with the shop manager he informed me that Joe Ertl the owner is looking
for a home for these two. Possibly a donation. If you have any information on
interested people wanting a caboose or two they are interested. They had plans on a
museum in them at one time.I will try to attach a few pictures I took of them.Have a
great day.
Brian Gruntmeir
Subject: RI Caboose in Dyersville, IA
From: "BRIAN PAUL EHNI" <bpehni@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, October 20, 2017 6:55 am
To:
"David J. Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

A photo has finally surfaced on Facebook!
This caboose has been sitting here for many years in Dyersville, Ia. It used to have the
Rock Island speed lettering but that is all gone and the original lettering is showing now.
7/9/2017
Photo: Scott Thein in Railroad Caboose Photos
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NEW USES FOR OLD CALENDARS TIP
Re: Old Calendars
Tue Jan 2, 2018 7:44 am (PST)
Posted by: "Richard Steffen"
Sorry this is late as I was attending the Iowa State bowl game in Memphis. As we close
out another year we look to replacing our current calendars. Think about possibly using
an old calendar which is always a conversation piece. This year you can use a calendar
from 2007, 2001, 1990, 1979 or maybe 1973 if you have one of them. My friend LWA
always had one in his office at the University of Northern Iowa. At this time I honor his
memory by hanging my old calendars I have saved. Happy New Years to all my Railfan
friends.
Keith

MANLY CENTENNIAL LOCOMOTIVE 4485
From: Mick Burkart
Date: Thu, October 12, 2017 10:47 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
I took delight in seeing the 4485 Manly Centennial Locomotive in the October 2017
issue of the Rock Island Reporter.
While I was working as Assistant Division
Superintendent in Des Moines, I received a phone call from several Rock Islanders in
Manly. They had been working through Public Relations in Chicago to get a locomotive
named for Manly in time for the Manly Centennial. They informed me that a locomotive
had been named but they could get no further information on it. I called PR to inquire of
the status and was informed that the Rock Island agreed to name a locomotive but did
not agree to forward it to Manly for the Centennial. I then contacted my old fellow
workers in the Power Bureau in Kansas City to locate the 4485. We successfully
located it and made arrangements to get it to Manly. It showed up just prior to the
Centennial but arrived bad order so it was just sitting at the diesel house about four
blocks north of the parade route and unavailable for viewing. A couple of dedicated
engineers got the 4485 shined up and by blocking in the contactors with a flag stick
were able to "bump it" up to the crossing where everyone could see it. It was especially
nice to have it available as Manly is my wife's hometown and where I started with the
Rock Island. We were honored to be the the Rock Island's representatives in the
parade.
Mick Burkart
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KANSAS
CHARLES CHILDS LOOKING BACK #15
From: "Charles Childs"
Date: Tue, December 26, 2017 6:54 pm
To:
"charles childs"
*Perfect Photos For Today*
Friends; When I first woke up this morning, I looked out and thought 'The weather
guessers missed it again'. Before going to bed last night they claimed we would have
more snow by five this morning. I went back to bed, woke up again shortly after eight.
Wow, I thought, I really slept sound, and laid in bed a few moments thinking it sure is
quiet. The snow was late, but we got it!
So, having said all of that, I thought these two Rock Island shots were perfect for today.
Charlie
1. Here we have a Rock Island local about to cross the Union Pacific double track main
line in Topeka, Kansas. This RI line came south from St. Joseph, MO. The Tri-light
signal is showing 'Approach' and in a few hundred feet will cross the Kaw (Kansas)

River Bridge and enter the RI's Topeka Yard. Keeping in mind these are low light shots
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made on film, as best as I can make out the leader is a 1200 class GP 7, and the
second unit is FA-1 135, that has been repowered by EMD with a 16 cylinder 567
engine. Undated slide, but I am thinking about February,1966.
2. In keeping with the times, the caboose. Note one of the crewmen is on the rear
platform, and how about that Jade Green, New York Central boxcar, things that were
more common fifty-one years ago.

KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
LOOKING FOR RI SOUTH WEST MINNESOTA FANS
From: "Paul Nelson"
Date: Fri, November 24, 2017 9:43 am
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
I appreciate the time and effort that you have expended. Please keep up the good work.
I grew up in South West Minnesota and was wondering if there are any Rock Island
fans that are interested in that portion of the railroad?
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Thanks again,
Paul C Nelson
[THANKS MUCH FOR YOUR SUPPORT, PAUL. TOM]

Subject: Re: Rock Island Reporter Calendar Update October 2017
From: "Thomas Schmidt"
Date: Wed, October 18, 2017 7:54 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,Please keep me on the mailing list.
Thanks for doing it.
Tom Schmidt

I thoroughly enjoy reading the Reporter.

MISSOURI
FIRE ON THE GASCONADE RIVER BRIDGE

From: John Larkin <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tue, November 28, 2017 12:37 am
To:
"RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
The bridge was extensively rebuilt in the 1970s and was in very good condition. The east end
needed new ties but the west end was still in good shape in the late 1990s and into the 2000
era. Structurally we had the bridge inspected and the results were that it could handle 286,000
lb loads without upgrading.
At one point our company had come to an agreement (1998-1999) with DNR to allow a trail to
run alongside the tracks. Bridges would have long ties installed every few feet to allow a plank
trail to be built outside the track area where trains could run.
I had heard that the Freeburg Fire Department also helped on the fire. Evidently it may have
started from sparks generated by the scrapping activities though I haven't seen any official
reports on this. Depending on the contract and determination of what caused the fire, the
scrapping company may be liable to replace the ties to restore the bridge, but that's another
story.

I certainly hate to see the track come up but the owners of the railroad had no interest in
developing the line, but primarily purchased it to get competitive rates for hauling coal to
their power plant in Labadie from what I heard in meetings with them in 1999. It made
sense, but the economic development could easily have covered the rebuilding costs to
at least Belle, Belle being the end of the "easy" trackwork and the location of Kingsford
Charcoals largest plant - and they were very interested in restoration of rail service and
would have been a major shipper.
Good news that the damage was minimal. Let's hope that future restoration of the line
for trail use results in a new bridge deck structure so future generations can enjoy the
view of the river valley from the bridge, it's quite remarkable.
John Larkin
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From: Ed Gray <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: ritslist@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 1:59 PM
Subject: [RITSlist] Gasconade River Bridge
Gentlemen:
There was a recent fire on the Gasconade River Bridge (St. Louis Subdivision) formerly
known as the St. Louis, Kansas City, and Colorado Railroad Company (the name under
which it was
built). The rails had been removed and they had laid plywood on top of the ties.
The access to the bridge had been gated and locked by the gentlemen that owned the
property adjacent to the bridge. I finally met the men when I overheard him talking to his
mother at the local Wendy's (in Jefferson City).
He said that the fire was discovered by another neighbor about 0930 in the morning and
was reported to authorities. The local Belle Rural Fire Department (Volunteer) got there
and cut the
lock on the gate. They were told they there was no direct access to the bridge, so that
they had to borrow fire hoses from any and all FD's in the area. They finally got the fire
out about 1630 hrs (that's 4:30 in the afternoon for you Air Force types and Mickey's
little hand is on the 4 and big hand on the 12 for you Marines - Either laugh or hit the
delete key).
At any rate, the bridge structure suffered little or no damage. The bridge piers were
checked and found to be in excellent shape. DNR which will eventually take over the
Rock Island Trail has yet to determine if they will "put an enclosed walkway on the
bridge" or just have the Trail people go around. Have not heard anything about this
other than DNR has no money with which to "improve". They also have not decided to
allow access to the tunnels on this route. The last time I went into one of the tunnels
was early spring 1987 and the snakes were just coming out of their hibernation.
Fortunately, the rattlers do just that, "rattle", so I excused my self.
One of my friends with me said that he had never seen me move so quickly.
Best wishes,
Ed Gray, Jefferson City, MO
MORE INFO:
http://www.abc17news.com/news/railroad-bridge-burns-over-gasconade-river/
656595884
http://mobikefed.org/2017/11/community-support-rock-island-trail-intensifiesgasconade-river-bridge-ties-burn
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After fire photo from News Tribune per A&K Salvage
Go to complete News Tribune article at:
http://www.newstribune.com/news/news/story/2017/nov/16/bridge-over-gasconadecatches-fire/700141/

ROCK ISLAND TA LOCOMOTIVES FEATURED IN RAILROAD MODEL
CRAFTSMAN
From: "Nick Muff"
Date: Sun, November 26, 2017 8:41 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Tom;
As time went by they spent less and less time hauling the Rocket's and more time in
general service. My favorite is are still photo excerpts from Herron Rail Gory Machines
Vol. 5 with a TA on the point back to back with a DL-109 pulling the California through
KCUS. See attached.
Nick
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From: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 26, 2017 5:36 PM
To: Nick Muff
Subject: Re: Railroad Model Craftsman
Nick,
I read your article in Craftsman with interest and have a question for you.
Once the TA was modernized (“sports-modeled”) were they still hauling the Rocket
trains, or were they past that service and only in general passenger service?
Tom Brugman
On Nov 26, 2017, at 8:07 PM, Nick Muff
<Muff_Nicholas@msn.com<mailto:Muff_Nicholas@msn.com>> wrote:
Dave;
Glad you like the article. Thanks for your kind word.
Nick
From: David Engle <rirocket@att.net<mailto:rirocket@att.net>>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2017 7:48 AM
To: RITS; RI Models; Tom Brugman; Rock Island Rockets; Crip; Choctaw Route
Cc: Nick Muff; Nick Muff III
Subject: Railroad Model Craftsman
Check out the TA article in the December issue, starting on page 32--The TA's, 601-606
are featured, Good work, Dr Muff!!
Dave Engle

Photo above of the "sports modeled" TA from the RIchard Leonard collection on
RailArchive.net. is (in the editor's humble opinion) the best portrait of a Rock Island TA
ever taken. Sleek and graceful, yet functional.
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Link to railarchive.net:
http://www.railarchive.net/vintagediesel/crip601_gt.htm

Rock Island JET ROCKET TAIL CAR
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Sun, November 26, 2017 9:05 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Certainly looks that way--I have never seen this stunt tried on anything larger than
amusement park trains. Dave Engle
From: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 26, 2017 5:52 PM
Subject: Re: Jet ROCKet tail car
This 3/4 rear end shot seems to support the “cowling” theory of the streamlined rear
end.
Looks like it was attached like a full width diaphragm to the car. This suggests
Tom Brugman
On Nov 26, 2017, at 5:09 PM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
Dave Engle

Photo left:http://streamlinermemories.info/?p=2262. Photo right: Dave Engle collection.
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Train 1, the Jet Rocket
From: "Paul Schuch schuchpaul@hotmail.com [RITSlist]"
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Sun, November 26, 2017 8:32 pm
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To:

"RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>

Hello Tom:
What you have on the 1958 diagram is how cars 1 and 2 were remodeled for suburban
service. My information shows car 2 had the walkover seats.
Prior to their conversion to suburban service I have descriptive information, but not a
diagram, that shows the following differences from your descriptions for their original
configuration:
Car 1-a had a baggage section that was at the head end of the car where you see the
tables, chairs and vending machines.
Car 2-a had 20 parlor seats and a 12-seat bar lounge, and the TV monitor that showed
the near miss grade crossing incidents that caused it to be removed.
Car 2-b had a 32-seat diner (or dinette).
Car 2-c had the kitchen, dish and linen storage, and lounge seating.
Cars 3 and 4 were not remodeled, and my diagram shows "reclining non-revolving
seats".
Car 5 was delivered the way you described in 11-1957, never seeing service on the
Peoria Rocket.
If anyone has diagrams showing cars 1 and 2 in their as built configurations, I ask that
you contact me off list.
RITS also published a DATA SHEET on the Jet Rocket, with the diagrams Tom is
referring to of the equipment in suburban service.
I would be interested in hearing if I am incorrect in any of the above information and am
suffering from foot-in-mouth disease! 😊
Paul Schuch
From: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> on behalf of
Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist] <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2017 10:37 PM
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Train 1, the Jet Rocket
Hey Dave,
From the 1958 diagram book
Talgo cars:
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#1 built ACF 1956 w stationary seats
1-a coach /w 2 tables w chairs & 3 vending machines: coffee, cigarettes, coca-cola. 2
rest rooms mid car.
#1-b. Coach rearward seating
1-c. Coach forward facing seats/ AC & electric lockers
#2 built ACF 1956 w walk over seats
#2-a. AC locker - electric locker/6 tables w chairs/lounge
2-b. Coach
2-c. Coach
#3&4 built ACF 1956 w walk over seats
3&4a. AC locker-electric locker/coach
3&4b. Coach
3&4c. Coach w 2 restrooms over wheel wells.
#5 - built ACF 1957 reclining non-revolving seats
5-a. AC-equip-electric-luggage lockers/coach
5-b. Coach
5-c. Coach w 2 restrooms over wheel wells
For some reason only car #2 has zero restrooms. No observation car shown on these
diagrams.
Tom Brugman
On Nov 25, 2017, at 6:01 PM,
David Engle rirocket@att.net<mailto:rirocket@att.net> [RITSlist]
<RITSlist@yahoogroups.com<mailto:RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>> wrote:
The cars of the train were designated 1A-C, 2A-C, etc.
I always understood 1 thru 4 were the original train and #5 was acquired later. What
configurations were they--was #1 the baggage unit and two coach units; 2 and 3, were
all coach. I thought #4 was dining units and the observation unit, such as it was. Was
#5 all coach also. Was the observation car ever run in commuter service.
Dave Engle

RI coach car #1. Collection of Tom Brugman
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Rock Island coach car #2. Collection of Tom Brugman
RI coach cars 3 & 4. Collection of Tom Brugman

NEBRASKA
NEW MEXICO
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
Subject: Merry Christmas
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Mon, December 18, 2017 11:24 am
To:
undisclosed-recipients:;
Just wanted to send a greeting your way this Christmas Season. May you and yours
have a most Blessed Christmas and that the coming year will treat you kindly.
Dean Schirf
Harrah, Ok.
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RICHARDS SPUR, OK
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Tue, October 24, 2017 12:14 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------When Rock Island built into Oklahoma in the late 1890s, it secured its ballast from a
quarry it operated at Richards Spur, Ok., located adjacent to its line that ran from
Chickasha through Verden, Anadarko to just a few miles Northeast of Ft. Sill/Lawton. At
the turn of the century the quarry was sold to Dolese Cement in OKC. Rock Island
continued to haul aggregate for Dolese until shutdown in 1980. In retrospect the Rock
should have maintained ownership/operations of this major quarry as it has always
been a good money maker for Dolese. Following takeover of Rock Island assets after
shutdown, the UP completely rebuilt the rail line with heavier rail, ties and ballast
between Chickasha and Richards Spur. Several times a week, up to 3 engines power
aggregate trains between Richards Spur and Rock’s ole Harter Yard in OKC. The cars,
both loaded and empties, are based and assembled in the Chickasha yard for further
dispatching……. just as they have always been for over 100 years. Included here are 3
rail pictures from the Greg Hall collection dated March 13, 1980, the last month of Rock
Island operations, taken at or just east of Verden, Ok., making its way east to
Chickasha. Growing up in Chickasha in the early 1950’s I would often climb to the top
of the highway viaduct to see these trains coming off the Verden Wye into the yard with
brand new wing scheme GP-7s on the point.
Respectfully submitted:
Dean Schirf, Harrah, Ok.
Following three photos from greg hall collection.
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SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA GOINGS-ON
http://www.swoknews.com/area/905-lights-christmas
FROM: Ron R
TO: Tom Brugman <editor@rockislandreporter.com>; David Engle <rirocket@att.net>
SENT: Thursday, November 30, 2017 8:50 AM
Two bits of news from SW OK...
R.I. 905 in Duncan, w/ photo of Mike Stuggart. [See below]
http://www.swoknews.com/area/905-lights-christmas [2] [See below]
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Old RR Yard becoming new Lawton PD/FD complex found something while digging, a
1930's tank car. 2 links. http://www.swoknews.com/local/crews-drain-pull-old-oiltanker-ground [3]
http://www.swoknews.com/local/buried-tanker-car-likely-be-removed-next-week
[4]
Ron R AF5AS
Altus, OK

RAILFAN HAM RADIO
From: "Ron R"
Date: Fri, December 1, 2017 4:38 pm
To:
"David Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Dave, and Tom...
Steve Grabman is in FTW, he is a Dispatcher still for BNSF and active on the Facebook
and Yahoo Groups. Note: Steve's Ham call sign is KD5QGY, after I got Rick Duncan
N6NAB back into Ham Radio, Steve was interested mainly for Storm Spotting (he
worked for KSWO Chl-7 Lawton) and we had good times even RR Spotting via ham
radio, him in Lawton or somewhere on that end, and me in Altus or the west end where I
was at. RailHam's... that is what we are coined as.... works great in the OKC (OK) or
Plano (TX) Train Show when you got the handie talkies to yak at the good deals spots,
or, meet up to head out for luncheons or other activities.
Now, not sure if you got Terry LaFrance still, but he is in OKC, OK area now.
Ahhhh there's Mike... yep, you can try... maybe drop the Duncan folks a personal "How
Ya Doin" note.
I've got emails From Keith Brownfield in Sacro, CA... we are planning to go to Roseville
to visit some of my wife's family in May 2018, I'll stop by his place if he is around and
visit for a bit.
Well, got a phone call a bit ago from an excited grandson just to remind me don't forget
to pick him up for the train show.... I'm ready for a weekend (about to Dpt Work, finally
got caught up, and put the blankets over the tables) and a OKC Train Show.
Ron R AF5AS
Altus, OK
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FROM: Ron R
TO: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
SENT: Thursday, November 30, 2017 1:12 PM
SUBJECT: Re: Advance Notice January 2018 Rock Island Reporter
Hey Dave,
Mike is connected to the RI 905 in Duncan, along with the Duncan Model RR club there
on 5th Street. I don't have an email for him. Been a while I been to Duncan Club, every
time they had an Open House Run Weekend, I was not available to be there.
Ron R AF5AS
Altus, OK

SALUTE TO LARRY HALL OF ROCK ISLAND CROSSING
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Mon, October 23, 2017 3:30 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
This is a salute to a dear rail friend……. Larry Hall of Shawnee, Ok.
Larry loved model trains and along with his wife Sharon opened “The Rock Island
Crossing” in Shawnee on Main Street. It was a neat railroad hobby store primarily
featuring HO and N scale models. The store occupied a primary corner with great
windows for sidewalk traffic. Larry's HO layout ran the entire length of the store all the
way to the back wall in a continuous running “L” configuration. Larry would let any and
all bring their models and run them on the store layout.
Of course the prominent railroad that held center stage was that of the Rock Island, as
Shawnee was a major back shop in the early day steam era which at its peak employed
over 900 workers. The Shawnee Shops closed in 1939 and moved to El Reno with the
advent of diesel locomotives. I would sometimes take my models and place them on
Larry’s layout for picture taking.
An example are the two photos of Rock’s U33B’s. Rock Island purchased 25 of these
locomotives from July, 1968 to May of 1969 [See page 78]. Larry, informed me that all
he ever wanted to accomplish with his store was to break even and have a place where
those who loved the hobby could come, converse and just run trains…..and in that he
succeeded. It was Larry who first encouraged me to write the history of the Shawnee
Rock Island Shops. It took a year of research to put the story together (see Remember
The Rock Magazine Vol. 7, No.2).
Sad to say that Larry passed away in 2013. The shop is no longer on Main Street but
many of his HO structures were donated by Larry’s wife Sharon to the County Historical
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Society where they are proudly displayed on a very nice working HO layout.
Respectfully submitted: .........SALUTE CONTINUED ON PAGE 78
Dean Schirf, Harrah, Ok.

RI CABOOSE #17834 RESTORATION OKLAHOMA RAILWAY MUSEUM
From: "Eric Dilbeck" <eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org>
Date: Wed, October 18, 2017 5:39 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
Attached is an article covering our RI Caboose #17834 and it's restoration for your next
newsletter.
Thanks,
Eric Dilbeck
President
Oklahoma Railway Museum
3400 NE Grand Blvd
Oklahoma City, OK 73111
405.823.7986
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eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org<mailto:eric@oklahomarailwaymuseum.org>
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LOOKING FOR TANK CAR PHOTOS ISLAND REFINING OF DUNCAN,
OK
From: Taylor Gainey
Date: Sat, October 14, 2017 8:34 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
So some time back it was requested for some photos of the rolling stock(tank cars) of
the Rock Island Refining Co. out of Duncan, OK. The only photo posted on RITSlist was
of a former Vanderbilt tender converted to oil tank(purportedly from 4-8-2 #4002).
Is anybody willing to share photos of the real deal tank cars owned by RIRX? It was
mentioned they might be Type 27s...
Taylor Gainey
[If any readers submit them, we will publish them. - Tom]
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STILL HANGIN'
IN THERE?
PLEASE DON'T FORGET
TO SUPPORT ROCK ISLAND
REPORTER
SEE LAST PAGE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS.

OREGON
Subject: Re: RI Reporter
From: "C.B. Sterzing, Jr."" <tbrug@aol.com>
Date: Dec 18, 2017, at 9:33 PM
To:
"Tom Brugman [mailto:tbrug@aol.com]
"David Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
"Christian Oldham"
All—I have no objection, and hope Chris Oldham can find a buyer among the readers of
Tom Brugman’s electronic Rock Island reports. cbs
From: Tom Brugman [mailto:tbrug@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 17, 2017 10:45 PM
To: David Engle
Cc: Christian Oldham; Jr. C.B. Sterzing
Subject: Re: RI Reporter
Chris,
Unless Bruce objects, we would love to feature
your painting in the upcoming issue of Rock
Island Reporter. Help find a buyer if that is
helpful.
Tom Brugman
From: Christian Oldham
<cnoldham@gmail.com>
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
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Cc: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
Sent: Sunday, December 17, 2017 6:11 PM
Subject: Re: RI Reporter
Hi Mr. Engle,
Thanks for taking the time to write and for your kind words about the Rock Island
painting.
I did the painting specifically to make the cards for Mr. Sterzing, but I’d love to find a
good home for the original painting which I still have. If you know anyone who might be
interested, please feel free to share the image. I’d be happy to send you an electronic
image of the painting to facilitate this if you’re so inclined.
Merry Christmas and thanks again.
Chris Oldham
206-661-621

TEXAS
ROCK ISLAND CORPORATE RECORDS
From: "Dennis Opferman"
Date: Thu, December 14, 2017 11:59 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
A friend of mine asked me to send this in for inclusion in the next newsletter. Looking
forward to it---as always.
Dennis
FOR SALE or PUBLIC VENUE DONATION Rock Island corporate records from the
Operating Department.
Expansive and detailed records of operating budgets,
maintenance plans, internal correspondence, equipment expenditures, cost studies,
local telephone and utility contracts, leases, etc. Some budget records are extremely
detailed, such as monthly variance by division, by category. There are 15-20 boxes of
information. These records are irreplaceable but overwhelming in volume. Owner is
looking for a good home for them, either for sale to an individual or as a donation to a
responsible document repository, such as a library or museum, for a tax write-off.
Please contact P. K. Hannah.
P. K. Hannah
Roanoke, TX
(817) 431-8435 pkhannah@verizon.net
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Subject: RIR #16
From: Tom Sandlin
Date: Sun, December 10, 2017 3:51 pm
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Tom - set forth below is a very short little story which is related to our favorite railroad.
It is submitted for publication consideration, but understand that it may have little value,
other than possibly for a couple of grins.
A little over a month ago I was down in Austin, takin’ care of some bidness. I pulled up
to a stop light, put on th’ binders, and waited for the green. Standing next to my car on
the center island was an old timer with only a couple of residual teeth, and who was
doin’ a bit of late afternoon panhandling. He wished me well, and I returned the
sentiment. I just happened to be wearing my favorite cap with the Rock Island logo
(courtesy of "L. A. Colo & Sons Railroad Builders”), and a few seconds later the old
timer waled back up to my door and started talking again. Turns out he had spent some
time around the Quad Cities and was well familiar with the local bar scene. He
mentioned that when the Davenport bars closed, one could go across the river to rock
Island and continue drinkin’.
I confirmed that I had a bit of experience in Quad Cities night life, and then we both
hooted. Then I caught a big green , took off, and noted that the old timer continued
working th’ traffic.
T E Sandlin
Liberty Hill, TX

VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON STATE
WISCONSIN
NEW READER
From: "Alicia Holmes"
Date: Sat, October 14, 2017 3:20 pm
To:
EDITOR@ROCKISLANDREPORTER.COM
Tom
I am glad to have been directed to your publication.
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I was born and raised in Moline, IL
Several Moline High School friends worked out of the Rock Island Roundhouse for the
"extra" board every summer as clerks, firemen, track and signal weed sprayers (using
Agent Orange), etc., in 1950's and 60's. The Boss was "Heavy-hitter" Katherman.
Some songs have been running through my head
ever since I opened your newsletter.
Lead Belly, Vol. 1, on the Folkways label,
Smithsonian, sings two railroad songs, in particular,
that Nat and Sonny used to sing together, these and
others, in our living room, both accompanied by their
guitars.
Rock Island Line, an especially train rhythmic version
Black Girl, Black Girl, [Where Did You Sleep Last
Night], speaks starkly of her husband's death as a
result of an encounter with a train and her ensuing
homelessness.
https://folkways.si.edu/lead-belly/where-did-you-sleep-last-night-legacy-vol-1/africanamerican-music-folk-blues/album/smithsonian
Original recordings may be on Gutenberg.org, out of copywrite.
I miss train whistles. When we moved into our tiny house, it backed onto a slow local
spur serving a lumber yard. I taught the kids to collect train locomotives by number and
decode whistles. Now it's a welcome bike path, with much traffic to University &
downtown, and with links wherever the tracks led along Lake Michigan and parts west.
When the tracks were dismantled, we collected a bag of iron hardware during walks,
giant screws and clamps, etc.
Alicia Holmes
Milwaukee WI
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7. ROCK ISLAND WANTED
LOOKING FOR INFORMATION ON FORMER RI EMPLOYEE IN
MISSOURI "SCOTT"
Date and Time Received: 8 Nov 2017, 6:25 pm
Name: Brandi krajewski
Email: msbulldogfan22376@gmail.com
Comments:
I am writing with hopes you might publish this and someone would help me. I am
looking for a man that was called Scott that was possibly a crew caller on the Rock
Island Railroad. I believe he may have been with the Missouri crew. He was a large built
man with reddish hair. The guys called him "Scott".

8. OBITUARIES
CARL EUGENE BAKER
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Wed, December 27, 2017 1:48 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Dennis,
I am sad to report that Carl E Baker, Retired Agent at Blue Island Depot and Operator at
Joliet and Blue Island passed away this week at age 92 in Arkansas. His funeral is this
weekend.
Joe Riddle402-651-8967
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GARY GROAT
Re: Gary Groat
Sun Dec 17, 2017 9:42 am (PST)
.
Posted by: "Lee"
Hi Gary was a regular at my Rock Island meet in Cedar Falls over the years he would
come with John Harker he was a very good modler and painter did a lot of Rock Island
Models He will certainly be missed Lee Bertholf

Forwarded Message ----From: David Yetter
To:
Sent: Saturday, December 16, 2017 8:25 AM
Subject: Gary Groat Obituary
Gary did a lot for the model industry, I even had him weather some cars of mine, and I
know others did to. He was good at what he did, weather painting, or weathering, he will
be missed. He also made decals for FDDMS & MSTL RR. plus more. To much to list
here, but us who knew Gary knew what he was capable of. He was also an " Operation
Lifesaver " member, and set up at the KSD Train Show.
David Yetter
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REMEMBRANCE OF JIM FORREST AND OTHER ROCK ISLANDERS
From: "Jack G. Fuller"
Date: Mon, October 9, 2017 12:24 am
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
I read with sadness the passing of Jim Forrest. He was day Terminal Trainmaster when I
was Terminal Supt. at Silvis in 1977. A very fine rail!
The Old Guys are disappearing. Forrest - Stu Young - Dave Hale - George Durbala Earl Hare. Mr. W. C. Hoenig is still doing well - saw him a few months ago at an SP Old
Guys meeting.
Thanks for the updates!
Jack
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Rock Island 2700 series commuter car diagram from page 21.
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SALUTE TO LARRY HALL OF ROCK ISLAND CROSSING
From: "Dean Schirf"
Continued from page 64
Following two photos of Dean Schirf's U-33B's on The Rock Island Crossing train shop
in Shawnee OK.

